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CES 2018

Come and see the latest innovations in
Ubiant’s smart building solutions
Ubiant’s artificial intelligence platform puts people back at the heart of the system by providing
innovative user interfaces and services that make everyday life easier.
With more than 6,000 connected homes and already over 100,000 connectable objects of multiple
brands, Ubiant offers a secure, standardized and truly interoperable solution.
CES Las Vegas - Booth #40946 - Sands Expo - Level 2 - Halls A-D - Smart Home – January 9 to 12, 2017

Lyon, January 5, 2018 – The French start-up Ubiant is pleased to announce that it will be present at CES
2018, running booth n°40946 at Sands Expo.
Come and discover the application Hemis, enriched with 3D building images and a BIM (Building
Information Modeling) link, as well as “Hemis Assistant”, the voice-controlled building management
function already compatible with Google Home and ready for Alexa in the course of 2018.
Hemis builds on a base of multi-brand, multi-protocol objects covered by the Quickmove platform. This
open platform, under an OpenData license, is today supported by a number of market players who
promote systems interoperability.
Just adding Quickmove objects in Hemis, through near-field communication (NFC), calls up services
without any programming required, making the Hemis solution the only one of its kind on the market.
These services are accessed via an intuitive application, a genuinely universal remote control, which
groups together, in the same environment, connected objects from the world of the Internet of Things
(IoT) and from the professional fields of home automation (domotics) and BMS (building management
systems).
Hemis proposes a wide range of services, including local or remote control of buildings, event prediction,
auto-regulation of thermal comfort based on energy consumption targets, multi-facility supervision, etc.

Ubiant will also be presenting projects rolled out in 2017 under partnerships with Bouygues Immobilier
and Vertuoz by Engie, promoters of the Quickmove platform.




With Bouygues Immobilier, Ubiant is equipping all Flexom smart and connected homes;
With Vertuoz by Engie, Ubiant is rolling out a digital heating and comfort management solution
at 140 state schools in Paris.

Finally, the Ubiant booth will be promoting the Ready2Service (R2S®) framework from the SBA (Smart
Buildings Alliance for Smart Cities) and the partners of the Quickmove platform, two essential building
blocks for ensuring the interoperability and scalability of smart buildings.
“The competitive value of tomorrow’s smart buildings will depend on their user interfaces. The only way
to get there is by combining artificial intelligence with genuine systems interoperability,” says Ubiant CEO
Emmanuel Olivier.
Come and see us at:
Booth #40946, Tech West, Sands Expo, Level 2, Halls A-D, Smart Home Marketplace

Images and information are available for download here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7ljtaxnv4y3oqkn/AADbSceeFx2DyIY-OsQ2Cdpba?dl=0
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Certified as an "innovative business" by BPI France, Ubiant designs and develops solutions
for buildings and connected objects. Its goal is to further the deployment of "ambient
intelligence" – improving people’s living conditions in tomorrow’s world while preserving the
planet’s resources. By making buildings smarter, Ubiant anticipates the needs of tomorrow's
Positive Energy Territories and Smart Cities, which will integrate a substantial number of
connected objects and buildings. Ubiant benefits from singular expertise in artificial
intelligence, real-time distributed system management and human-machine interfaces.
Ubiant's vision is that in order to be adopted, technologies must take a back seat to user
services and become facilitators of daily life, both at home and in the office.

Useful links
Ubiant: www.ubiant.com/en/
CES 2018: www.ces.tech
SBA: www.smartbuildingsalliance.org
Vertuoz by Engie: www.engie-vertuoz.fr
Bouygues Immobilier: www.bouygues-immobilier.com
Flexom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tE18WeLHVm8

